The subject that sets off the most heated discussions in our workshops is testing. When we suggest giving tests that can be finished in the allotted time by most of the students, contain only material covered in lectures or assignments, involve no unfamiliar or tricky solution methods, and have average grades in the 70–75 range, a few participants always leap up to raise objections:

1. *What’s wrong with tests that only the best students have time to finish?* Engineers constantly have to face deadlines; besides, if you really understand the course material you should be able to solve problems quickly.

2. *Why do I have to teach everything on the test?* We shouldn’t spoon-feed the students—they need to learn to think for themselves!

3. *If I curve grades, what difference does it make if my averages are in the 50’s?*

Let’s consider these questions, starting with the first one. One problem with long tests is that students have different learning and test-taking styles.¹ Some (“intuitors”) tend to work quickly and are not inclined to check their calculations, even if they have enough time. Fortunately for them, their style doesn’t hurt them too badly on tests: they are usually fast enough to finish and their careless mistakes only lead to minor point deductions. Others (“sensors”) are characteristically methodical and tend to go over their calculations exhaustively. They may understand the material just as well as the intuitors do, but their painstaking way of working often leads to their failing exams they could have passed with flying colors if they had more time.

Being methodical and careful is not exactly a liability in an engineer, and sensors are every bit as likely as intuitors to succeed in engineering careers. (Frankly, we would prefer them to design the bridges we drive across and the planes we fly in, even if their insistence on checking their results repeatedly slows them down compared to the intuitors.) Studies have shown, however, that sensors tend to get significantly lower grades than intuitors in engineering courses¹ and that minimizing speed as a factor in test performance may help level the playing field.² Tests that are too long thus discriminate against some students on the basis of an attribute that has little to do with conceptual understanding or aptitude for engineering. (True, engineers have deadlines, but not on a time scale of minutes for the types of problems on most engineering exams.) Moreover, while overlong tests inevitably frustrate and demoralize students, there is not a scrap of research evidence that they either predict professional success or help students to become better or faster problem solvers.

---

How long is too long? Unless problems are trivial, students need time to stop and think about how to solve them while the author of the problems does not. A well-known rule-of-thumb is that if a test involves quantitative problem solving, the author should be able to work out the test in less than one-third of the time the students have to do it (and less than one-fourth or one-fifth if particularly complex or computation-heavy problems are included). If a test fails to meet this criterion, it should be shortened by eliminating some questions, giving some formulas instead of requiring their derivations, or asking for some solution outlines rather than requiring all the algebra and arithmetic to be worked out in detail.

How about those problems with unfamiliar twists that supposedly show whether the students can think independently? The logic here is questionable, to say the least. Figuring out a new way to tackle a quantitative problem on a time-limited test reflects puzzle-solving ability as much as anything else. If tricky problems count for more than about 10–15% of a test, the good puzzle-solvers will get high grades and the poor ones will get low grades, even if they understand the course content quite well. This outcome is unfair.

But (a workshop participant protests) shouldn’t engineering students learn to think for themselves? Of course, but people learn through practice and feedback, period; no one has ever demonstrated that testing unpracticed skills teaches anyone anything. Therefore, there should be no surprises on tests: no content should appear that the students could not have anticipated, no skill tested that has not been taught and repeatedly practiced. To equip students to solve problems that require, say, critical or creative thinking, try working through one or two such problems in class, then put several more on homework assignments, and then put one on the test. If for some reason you want students to be faster problem solvers, give speed drills in class and on assignments and then give longer tests. The test grades will be higher—not because you’re lowering standards, but because you’re teaching the students the skills you want them to have (which is, after all, what teachers are supposed to do).

Finally, what’s wrong with a test on which the average grade is 55, especially if the grades are curved? It is that given the hurdles students have to jump over to matriculate in engineering and survive the freshman year, an entire engineering class is unlikely to be incompetent enough to deserve a failing average grade on a fair test. If most students in a class can only work out half of a test correctly, it is probably because the test was poorly designed (too long, too tricky) or the instructor didn’t do a good job of teaching the necessary skills. Either way, there’s a problem.

One way to make tests fair without sacrificing their rigor is to post a detailed study guide before each one. The guide should include statements of every type of question that might show up on the test, especially the types that require high-level thinking skills. The statements should begin with observable action words (explain, identify, calculate, derive, design, formulate, evaluate,...) and not vague terms such as know, learn, understand, or appreciate. (You wouldn’t ask students to understand something on a test—you would ask them to do something to demonstrate their understanding.) A typical study guide for a mid-semester test might be between one and two pages long, single-spaced. Drawing from the study guides when planning lectures and assignments and constructing tests will make the course both coherent and effective.

Peter Elbow observes that faculty members have two conflicting functions—gatekeeper and coach. As gatekeepers, we set high standards to assure that our students are qualified for
professional practice by the time they graduate, and as coaches we do everything we can to help them meet and surpass those standards. Tests are at the heart of both functions. We fulfill the gatekeeper role by making our tests comprehensive and rigorous, and we satisfy our mission as coaches by ensuring that the tests are fair and doing our best to prepare our students for them. The suggestions given in this paper and its predecessor\(^1\) address both sets of goals. Adopting them may take some effort, but it is hard to imagine an effort more important for both our students and the professions they will serve.
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